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Data Stewardship: Mapping in i2iTracks 
 
Data Stewardship is a process of understanding and reviewing data from your health center’s Electronic 
Health Record (EHR) and Practice Management (PM) systems in connection to data elements in 
i2iTracks. TPCA developed this overview document to help organize and structure the Data Stewardship 
process. Health center teams are encouraged to do an initial “deep dive” into all the data elements in 
the i2iTracks system. After this initial comprehensive process, it is considered best practice for health 
centers to review data on a quarterly basis.  

If you have questions or would like to request technical assistance, or if you have feedback about this 
overview document, please do not hesitate to contact me (Ashley Pasquariello, TPCA’s Data Analyst) at 
615-425-5846 or ashley.pasquariello@tnpca.org.  

On a quarterly basis, it is best practice for health centers to review mappings for “IMAP – LC” items:  

1. Immunizations 
2. Medications 
3. Allergies 
4. Problems 
5. Labs 
6. Custom Data Interface (CDI) 

Allergies, Problems, Medications, and Immunizations are displayed in a patient’s profile. Items with the 
i2i logo are Tracks profile items that are mapped. Items with the blue “leaves” are external items and 
come over exactly from the EHR.  

 

In general, it is best practice to “enable” only the patient profile items that you are currently using on a 
population level. If you determine that you need to add a new profile item, always click “Show Disabled 
Items” and check to see if the item exists in the “disabled” library. If it does, simply enable the item that 
is needed. As you complete mapping, already mapped data from the EHR/PM systems will always 
disappear from the available library. If your search yields no results when you do your quarterly review, it 
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just means that no new items have been added to the EHR/PM libraries and therefore the mapping is 
complete as-is.  

“All Data Elements” Health Registry Report 
The first step of the quarterly data mapping process is to review all the data elements in your i2iTracks 
profile library. To do this, create a Health Registry Report of all data elements, excluding labs.  

  

 

Create a new report each Quarter. This will ensure that you can only select form the enabled profile 
items. Do not select any boxes on the General, Mammogram and Pap, Perinatal, or Labs tabs. On the 
Patients tab, select the items selected below. On the Age Ranges tab, select “Include the default age 
ranges.”  
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On the Profile Items tab, go through each of the available tabs (Procedures/Referrals, Treatment Plans, 
Other Profile Items, Allergies, Educations, Goals, Immunizations, Medications, and Problems) and click 
“Select All.” Allergies is the only tab that you will have to manually select all, rather than clicking the 
“Select All” box. A trick here is to click on the word for the first allergy, then use the Space bar on your 
keyboard to select the box. You can then use your “Down” arrow on your keyboard to go to the next 
allergy, and click the space bar again. This should be faster than using your mouse. After selecting all in 
the “General” tab, click Ok. Repeat the process for any remaining tabs.  
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Go through each of the remaining tabs and “Select All” data elements.  

  

After adding all the Profile Items from the available tabs, click OK.  
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Select the previous quarter’s report (once applicable) and select “Disable.” This will ensure that you only 
have the most updated version of this report available to run. After you’ve disabled the report, click 
Close. 
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To run your new Health Registry Report, go to Reports > General > Health Registry Report.

 

Select your report and click OK.  
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Select the Date Range for your report and click OK. It will take a few minutes for the report to load – this 
is normal. 

 

When viewing your report, you can scroll down to item 9. Allergies to begin your review of all data 
elements. Just like with all i2iTracks reports, you can double click the number in the Value column to 
show all the patients that have data in the line item. If any enabled profile items have a 0 in the value 
column, this is an indication that you may have a mapping issue. This may also be an indicator that 
this profile item should be disabled. In the example included below, there are several problems with 0 
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patients, and seemingly several problems that may be unnecessary and could be disabled. 

 

Linked Visit Types: ICD and CPT codes come from the “billing side” from your Practice Management 
System. Linked Visit Types are a collection of CPT/ICD codes that all mean the same thing. Review all of 
the code mappings for the enabled Linked Visit Types during your initial Data Stewardship set-up 
process. Linked Visit Types are not “self-healing” in the event of incorrect mapping. This means that if an 
ICD or CPT code is incorrectly mapped to a linked visit type and you identify that the codes needs to be 
removed, you must remove the code from the linked visit type and open a support case with i2i to have 
them permanently remove the code from the linked visit type’s clinical history.  

To review Linked Visit Types, go to Setup > Linked Visit Types. 

    
 
Within the Linked Visit Type Properties you can view all the equivalent Procedure Codes that mean Visit 
Medical. Add or remove Procedure or Diagnoses codes for each Linked Visit Type, according to the 
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definition of the Linked Visit Type.   
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Immunizations 

  

The Immunization “Flu (i2i)” is below. In this database, it is mapped to the Linked Visit Type “IZ Flu.”  In 
general it is best practice to use the embedded CVX coding (vaccine types) to drive immunization 
mapping. This process then aligns immunization data in i2iTracks with data being exchanged with a state 
immunization registry and any Meangingful Use reports within the EHR. If immunizations are being 
mapped to Linked Visit Types in your organization, best practice would be to unmap these, disable them 
from the Linked Visit type library, and instead use CVX coding.   

 

You can also select Vaccine Types to add to the Immunization mapping. These are the immunizations 
that come over from your EHR’s immunization table (which will include immunizations done elsewhere 
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and are entered into the EHR but not billed using an identified code).  

 

For each immunization, you can set custom schedules based on selected patient characteristics. If a 
patient does not meet the established schedule, you will see a notification on your Morning Huddle 
report. If you need to set a schedule that is more complicated than the standard schedule tool will 
allow, you can create a Protocol Search to display on the Morning Huddle report. Schedules for 
Childhood Immunizations are automatically loaded based off of the standard CDC guidelines. However, 
children “of age” for Childhood Immunizations must be added to Childhood Immunization Tracking in 
order for alerts to appear on the morning huddle report.  
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Review each Immunization in your library on a quarterly basis.  

Medications 

I2iTracks automatically maps a specific set of medications and updates the mapping on a regular basis.  

The following i2iTracks medications are automatically mapped: 
• ACE Inhibitor, Unspecified (i2i) 
• ADHD Medications 
• AG Inhibitor, Unspecified (i2i) 
• Amylin Agonists 
• Anti-depressant, Unspecified (i2i) 
• Antibiotic 
• Antihypertensive Pharmacological Therapy 
• Antithrombotic Therapy (NQF) 
• ARB, Unspecified (i2i) 
• Aspirin (i2i) 
• Asthma Controller Medication 
• Asthma Rescue Medication 
• Biguanides 
• Contraceptives (NQF) 
• Diabetes Medications (NQF) 
• DPP 4 Inhibitors 
• Glitazones, Unspecified (i2i) 
• GLP 1 Analog (Byetta) 
• Insulin (i2i) 
• Lipid Lowerer (NQF) 
• Meglitinides 
• PCP Prophylaxis 
• Smoking Cessation (NQF) 
• Sulfonylurea, Unspecified (i2i) 
• Warfarin (NQF) 

If you need a medication that is not listed on the medication list, such as Statin, that will need to be 
manually mapped. First, ensure that the medication is enabled (Setup > Patient Profile Items > 
Medications > Medications). Once it is enabled, review the mapping (Setup > Patient Profile Items > 
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Medications > Medication Mapping). Select the medication, and then Edit. 

  

If there are no medications listed, you will need to Add them manually. This is a labor intensive set-up 
process, but only needs to be maintained on a quarterly basis for enabled medications moving forward.  

 

First, search the medication library for the root word of the generic medication. If you are lucky, your 
EHR will include the generic in parenthesis for name brand drugs as well. If not, you’ll also need to do a 
search for all the name brand drugs within the broader category. Drugs.com is a great resource for 
identifying qualifying medications by condition or type.  
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Select OK to add the medication mappings.  

 

On a quarterly basis, review the mapping for all medications that are NOT auto-mapped by doing a 
search for all the names that have already been mapped (this will identify if a new dosage was 
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prescribed for the first time, for instance). Also check for any newly released drugs that need to be 
added (particularly diabetes drugs). You will not be able to add a new drug to the mapping, though, until 
your organization has prescribed it to at least one patient (and the data are available from your EHR).  

Allergies 

Review Allergy mapping (Setup > Patient Profile Items > Allergies) for all enabled allergies. Note that you 
only need to enable and map allergies that you are concerned with on a population basis, or allergies 
that are relevant for quality measures. Typically the allergies mapped in i2iTracks are associated with 
exclusions for UDS or other clinical measures. The demo database shown below, for instance, has far too 
many allergies enabled.  

   

Select the Allergy, and click Edit. Then in the new window, click Add to select from the External Allergy 
library. External Allergies are interfaced directly from your EHR (just like External Problems). Filter items 
based on your search criteria and select all that apply, then click OK. Repeat this search on a quarterly 
basis to identify mappings that need to be added, especially if there are new allergies being added to 
the EHR allergy library on a regular basis.  
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Problems 

Review Problem mapping (Setup > Patient Profile Items > Problems) for all enabled problems. Note that 
you only need to enable and map problems that you are concerned with on a population basis, or 
problems that are relevant for quality measures. You do not need to replicate your entire EHR problem 
list.  

 

Problems can be mapped to diagnosis codes, procedure codes, external problems, or custom data. If a 
problem is mapped to custom data only (within the CDI), best practice is to write “CDI Mapping” in the 
Description to prevent confusion. For chronic problems, map to both codes and the EHR problem list. 
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For non-chronic problems, only map to external problems. Once an external problem is resolved, you 
could find patients who had inactive problems but it would remove the problem from the patient’s 
active problem list. A billing code for a non-chronic problem will not be removed after the problem is 
resolved. It is important to understand how your organization uses the EHR problem list to ensure that 
you are not missing patient problems by excluding diagnosis codes and solely relying on the EHR 
problem list.  

Note that codes (ICD and CPT) and external problems are not self-healing. If a code or external problem 
is incorrectly mapped to a problem, remove the code from the mapping and submit a support ticket to 
have i2i remove the code from the clinical history for the problem mapping.  
  

  

The “Related Profile Items” tab is where you designate profile items of interest to patients that have 
that particular problem (e.g. comorbidities). These Related Profile Items will populate on the Patient 
Visit Summary for patients with the i2iTracks problem(s), which is particularly useful if you are using a 
generic “Preventive Care” patient visit summary for all your adult patients.  
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Here is the setup for the “i2i Preventive Care Template” Patient Visit Summary. See the red box below 
for where to designate to include profile items related to the patient’s problems.  

 

Labs 

Labs also need to be reviewed on a quarterly basis. First, use the External Data Diagnostics tool to 
identify codes associated with labs of interest prior to mapping.   
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Click the Labs tab across the top of the EDD. This view includes all the labs from all of your available lab 
sources. 
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Using the scroll bar at the bottom of the page, scroll over all the way to the right to view lab mappings. 
Click the “Mapped To” column header to sort this column by mapped labs.

 

 

 

 

The EDD only allows you to view lab mappings. To edit the lab library and then lab mappings, go to 
Setup > Tracking > Lab Tracking > Labs.  
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As with all Tracks items, only enable the Labs that you will be using on a population basis. Labs are 
enabled and disabled in “Labs”. Once you have a clean list of labs that you will be monitoring on a 
population basis, lab mappings can be reviewed in “Lab Mappings.” Note: Some i2iTracks customers 
have used the lab interface for decades, from before they had their EHR. Therefore, some of these lab 
functions aren’t necessary since you are most likely using your lab interface within your EHR.  

You will have a tab across the top for each of your lab sources. Labs need to be mapped separately 
under each tab.  

  

Select the lab, and then click Edit.  

 

Add all applicable test codes for each lab. Lab vendors often don’t communicate when test codes 
change, so this search is necessary even when your lab vendor or interface hasn’t changed. When 
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searching for labs to map, change the filter to “Name” (unless you know the code) and use the * on 
either side of the search term for a wildcard to search anywhere in the name field.  

 

 

Custom Data Integrator  
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Mapping for custom data occurs in the Custom Data Integrator (CDI).  

 

Items in the CDI are mapped only on an as-needed basis. Depending on your EHR interface, you may 
have thousands of items in this library. You only need to maintain mappings (i.e. look for unmapped 
values) for items that have equivalent i2iTracks items.  

 

If you identify an item in the CDI that needs to be mapped to an equivalent i2iTracks item, the first step 
is to create the item in the Setup > Patient Profile Items > [Select Appropriate Profile Item library]. If you 
are mapping Smoking Status, for instance, you would first need to create the Other Profile Item in the 
library (Setup > Patient Profile Items > Other). First, check the box “Show Disabled Items” in your Other 
Profile Items library to confirm that “Smoking Status” does not already exist. After confirming this, click 
Add. Type the name of the new item, and then in the Description, type “CDI Mapping.” If you are 
creating a new Problem, this will help you remember that, even though it looks like no Diagnosis Codes, 
Procedure Codes, or External Problems are mapped to this item, it has an equivalent mapping in the CDI.  
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Other Profile Items allow you to specify what type of data are coming into the CDI – Values can be Lists, 
Numbers, or Dates. For Smoking Status, I’ve added the List values Current, Past, and Never.  

 

I clicked OK to save my work, and closed out of the Other Profile Item library and returned to the CDI to 
map my Smoking Status data. To find all data related to smoking status, I’ll try several different searches 
for words such as “smok,” “tobacco”, etc. To identify items that truly contain data, look at both the “# of 
Occurrences” and “Last Activity Date” columns. If this is 0 and blank, this is a field in the EHR that is not 
being used. With this example, the first item “SMOK STATUS” has 11944 occurrences and has not been 
mapped. We will map that to our new “Smoking Status” other profile item.   

 

Click the row for “SMOK STATUS” and then click “Edit Mapping.”  
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Here is the mapping screen before any mapping has been done. The table titled “All Values” includes all 
the values for the data item as they come over, directly from your EHR. It includes the Value, # of 
Occurences, and Last Activity Date. For instance, if you recognized that dates were showing in the Value 
column, and you wanted to be able to search for and report on date values for this profile item, you 
could go back to your “Other Profile Item” and change the value to “Date” rather than “List” to match 
the EHR value type. If the CDI value is a date, it is easiest to map that date as the “Event Date” for the 
CDI profile item (when you have the option to Transfer the value during the mapping process).  
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To add the mapping, click the dropdown arrow under “Category” and select Other Profile Item. 

  

Then, select the […].  
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Now you can choose from your library of “Other Profile Items.” Select the item we just configured, 
“Smoking Status (NQF)” and click “OK.” Now you will click the box Edit Rules to specify which EHR values 
need to transferred to which “Smoking Status (NQF)” list values. 

 

When you add a new rule, you can determine how the rule will treat your EHR data. For this example, 
since the list is manageable, I am going to select “Any of the following values.” This will allow me to 
select each value and assign it to one of the 3 list values for this profile item. 

 

I selected each of the EHR values that I thought were equivalent to “Current” (I had to scroll down to see 
all available Values). Then, click the drop down to select “Current” from the list of available i2iTracks 
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values. 

 

Then, click “Add Rule.”  

 

Now, all the External Values meaning “current smoker” have been removed from the list of available 
EHR values at the top and are added to the “Existing Rules” list at the bottom and are transferred to 
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i2iTracks Value “Current”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Repeat the process for the remaining EHR values and assign them to the appropriate i2iTracks Values 
(Never and Past are remaining). If there is a value that you do not want to map (it may be “unknown,” or 
you know that it should be ignored for any other reason), select “The value is ignored.” And then click 
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“Ok” to save your work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, click the box “ignore Unmapped Values” and click ok. This last step is important for Data 
Stewardship. After the auto-update, this item in the CDI will remain black as long as all the items have 
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been mapped and the existing unmapped values are ignored. If a new EHR value is used (if you had a 
new provider that used the term “chew tobacco”, for instance) this would be a new, unmapped value in 
your CDI. This would make the whole line in your CDI red. This lets you know that there are unmapped 
values. So you would go in, see that “chew tobacco” is now an available EHR value. You would Edit the 
Rule and add “chew tobacco” to “Current Smoker.” This red alert feature is a great way to check your 
CDI on a quarterly basis and know if you have mapping that needs to be maintained.  

 

The check box “Exclude Duplicated Items”: Check this box on certain CDI mappings, when the question 
may be asked at each visit and the answer is always the same.  This feature prevents hundreds of items 
in the Profile Item History list for the same answer.  However, use some judgement in deciding when to 
use it.  If the value and the date are always going to be the same, you should check it.  For example, if 
the mapping is to Hysterectomy, and this value carries forward for each visit, and the answer is always 
yes on 8-11-2014, then you would only need one value to be mapped.  


